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- Refusing To Use Programs Written In Python - Invidious [3]
  
  I don't know when it became cool to talk smack about Python. Nowadays, when someone brings up Python or talks about a piece software written in Python (like Virt-Manager which I made a video about a couple days ago), inevitably the anti-Python brigade shows up to talk about how slow Python is and that nothing should ever be written in Python, blah blah blah...

- Linux is only free if you don't value your time - Is it still true? - Invidious [4]
  
  Wanna get your own Linux server?

- Common Ways Arch Linux & Rolling Releases Break - Invidious [5]
  
  Arch and other rolling releases don't break often but when they do rolling releases often times come with challenges that aren't faced by fix point releases.
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